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Necessary conditions for Pareto optimality in constrained simultaneous
Chebyshev best approximation, derived from an abstract characterization theory
of Pareto optimality, are presented. The generality of the formulation of the
approximation problem dealt with here makes the results applicable to a large
variety of concrete simultaneous best approximation problems. Some open
problems are briefly described.

1. INTRODUCTION

L {,I.lk)(, ,)<" k - 1 2 b . ~ "I' f . 1 det '1"1 ex Ji~l , -, , ... , s, e s gIVen laml les 0 real-va ue con-
tinuous functions on the interval [a, b]. Let f~k)(ex), k = 1,2, , s, be s
given real-valued continuous functions on [a, b]. For k = 1,2, , s define
the following nond{fferentiable but convex functions Ii,: Rn ---+ R by

Let us designate by SBA the problem of constrained finite simultaneous
Chebyshev best approximation which is to characterize and/or find points
x = (Xi) EO Rn that will solve the multiobjective optimization problem

such that X EO Q C R", (PI

where Q stands for the feasible set of the problem and s > 1.
Solution (or solutions) of problem (P) depends, a priori, on which solution

concept is chosen, Le., on what meaning is attached to the symbol "min."
Single dimensionality solution concepts are those in which some real-valued
function u: Y ---+ R, defined on Y - {y EO Rs I y = !(x), x EO Q}, where
y = f(x) == (!I(x),flx), ... ,/.(x)), is first constructed and then extremal
values of u(y) on Yare sought.
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The simultaneous approximation problems, dealt with in the papers
mentioned below, differ in their formulations (some are Chebyshev while
others are L 1 problems) and different methods are used to approach them.
But, when it comes to the point of multiobjective minimization, they all
fall under the heading of single dimensionality solution concepts. In fact,
u(y) - [I YIII is used in [6, 5], whereas in [3-5, 9, 10, 15-17] we encounter

1

u(y) - II y III .
The choi;e of the function u(y) affects the nature of the simultaneous

best approximation problem at hand and, therefore, one can quite reasonably
ask what results can be obtained with other choices of u(y), like, for example,
u(y) - II YIII with some 1 < p < 00. (In this respect see also [21, 11],

~

where compromise solutions to the multiobjective problem are discussed.)
Our goal in this paper is to investigate the simultaneous best approximation

problem for Pareto optimality, which is a multidimensional solution concept
defined by

DEFINITION 1.1. A point XoE Rn is called Pareto optimal for problem
(P) if X oE Q and there is no other x E Q withli(x) ~Ii(xo) for i = 1,2,... , s,
with at least one inequality strict.

To this end we put to work our abstract theory of Pareto optimality
in multiobjective problems, formulated in [7] and published in [8], and
derive necessary conditions for Pareto optimality in constrained finite
simultaneous best approximation problems.

Pareto optimality in best approximation was discussed previously. While
considering approximating functions which are unisolvent of variable degree
and constitute a family which satisfies a condition called the density condition,
Bacopoulos deals, in [1], solely with the unconstrained problem. In Gehner's
work [12], constraints are allowed but only approximating functions of the
form

i = 1,2,... , n, k = 1,2,... , s,

are explicitly treated, where {c/>i(.:xm'~l is any given set of functions which
is a Haar set on [a, b] and {Wk(CXm~l are positive weight functions. This
family of approximating functions is quite large but might, in some cases,
not be large enough. For example, if one wishes to approximate simul
taneously a function and its derivatives by some given family of functions ~
and the families obtained from it by taking increasing order derivatives
of the functions in .fF, then cases which will not fit into Gehner's scheme
may occur.

Here, a general framework allows us to handle a variety of constraints
(including those appearing in [12]) and enables us to approximate by any
linear combinations of continuous functions. Related to the subject matter
of this paper are also [2] and some of the references mentioned therein.
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Section 2 contains a brief review of relevant results from [8]. In Section 3
the problem is reformulated and subdifferential set calculations are carried
out and in Section 4 the necessary conditions are presented. Section 5
concludes the paper with directions for further research and some other
remarks.

Remark. Concepts, definitions, and notation, not explicitly explained
here, are from the theory of optimization and from convex analysis. As
our desk references for these we use [19, 20].

2. SOME RESULTS ON PARETO OPTIMALITY

IN MULTIOBJECTIVE PROBLE\<1S

In [7, 8] a theory of Pareto optimality in multiobjective problems "vas
proposed. Here is a condensed (no proofs) overview of relevant results
from there.

DEFINITION 2.1. (a) Let f: Rn -'>- Rand X o E dom! A Z E R" is called
a direction ofdecrease (nonincrease) off(x) at Xo if there exists a neighborhood
of z, U, and a real .i > 0 such thatf(xo + ~y) < f(xoH f(xo +:xy) ~ f(xo))
for every y E U and every ex E (0, .i).

(b) Let QC Rn be a set with int Q ~ iZ and Xu E R". A Z E R" is
called a feasible direction for Q at X o if there exists a neighborhood of z,
U, and a real ,i > °such that X o + cv.y E Q for every y E U and every
c.: E (0, .i).

(c) Let QC Rn be a set with int Q = G and xoER". A zER~z is
called a tangent direction for Q at Xo if for every neighborhood of z, U, and
erery real .i > 0, there exist y E U and ex E (0, eX) such that X o +- cxy E Q.

LE',lMA 2.2. (a) Each of the following sets of directions generates all

open cone ll'ith apex at the origin: (i) the directions of decrease, (ii) the direc
lions of nonincrease, (iii) the feasible directions.

(b) The tangent directions generate a closed cone i1'ith apex at the
origin.

DEFINITIO~ 2.3. The dual cone K* to the cone K C Rn is the set of all
continuous linear functionals which are nonnegative on K, i.e.,

K* -- {y E R" [ (y, x) ?'= 0, X E K}.

Next we give a characterization theorem for dual cones to cones of direc
tions.
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!
pareto-min{h(X)}~~1

p+1

S.t. x E Q - nQi
i~1

THEOREM 2.4. Let f: Rn ~ R be a proper· convex function and assume
that X o E int(domf) and {x If(x) < f(xo)} =1= 0. If f is closed or has a
relatively open effective domain then

K* = L* = {AX IA ~ 0, X E of(xo)},

where K and L are the cones of directions of decrease, respectively non
increase, off at Xo and of(xo) stands for the subdifferential set off at Xo

(see, e.g., [19, p. 215]).

With all these at hand, we can state the result on necessary conditions
for Pareto optimality in multiobjective problems.

THEOREM 2.5. Let h: Rn ~ R, i = 1, 2,... , s, be proper convex functions
with X o E int(domh) so that the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 hold for each
of them. Denote by Ki(Li) the cones of directions of decrease (nonincrease)
ofh at X o . For i = 1,2,... , p, let Qi represent constraints sets with int Qi =1= 0
and Mi their cones of feasible directions at xo' Let QP+1 be a constraint
set with int QPH = 0 and MpH its cone of tangent directions at xo ' Assume
also that Qi are convex for i = 1,2,..., p, p + 1.

Conclusion. A necessary condition for X o to be a Pareto minimum for the
problem

is that there exist f3i ~ 0 and Yi E 0h(Xo), i = 1,2,... , s, and linear func
tionals Ik E Mt, k = 1, 2,00.,p + 1, such that the s + p + I vectors f3iYi
(i = 1,2,..., s) and I" (k = 1,2'00" p + 1) are not all identical zero and
such that the following equation is satisfied:

s p+1

I f3iYi = I Ik •
i~1 k~1

(*)

The proof of this theorem follows from Theorem 3.8, Corollary 3.10,
Theorem 4.12, and Theorem 5.1 of [8].

3. A REFORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND

SOME SUBDIFFERENTIAL SET CALCULATIONS

The approach taken here resembles the way in which Pshenichnyi [18]
treats the problem of characterizing a point of best approximation for a
scalar (single-objective) problem.
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Let fk(x, ~), k = 1,2,... , s, be real-valued functions with x E Q C Rn
and ~ E A C Rm, A a compact set. Assume that for every k both !Jlx, a)
and its gradient with respect to x, Vxfk(x, ~), are continuous, and that
fk(x, ~) is convex in x for all ~ EA. Define

k = 1,2,... , s,

and consider the multiobjective problem

such that x E Q.

If we wish to determine conditions for optimality in some specific problem,
on the grounds of the theory of [8], we must construct the dual cones to
the cones of directions of decrease and to the cones of directions of non
increase of the objective functions. With the characterization theorem
(Theorem 2.4, above), this problem "reduces" to that of calculating sub
differentials. In the present case, this is done with the aid of the following
theorem of Valadier.

THEOREM 3.1 [14, Theorem 6.4.9]. Let {f~}"'EA be a family of functions
such that hE conv(X) (i.e., for every ~ E A, frx: X -- R is a real convex
functional on the linear topological locally convex space X), and A is some
compact set. Define f SUP~eA h and assume that there exists an open set
U C X such that the mapping A X U --h(X) is finite and continuous on
A X U. Then for every X o E U,

(i) f is a continuous functional, and

(ii) of(xo) = cl CO[UrxeF(x
o
) 0h(xo)], where cI denotes closure and co

stands for convex hull and the set F(xo) of ~'s over which the union is taken
is given by

Now we calculate the subdifferential of/;,(x) at a point Xo ' The existence
of the gradient, with respect to x, offk(x, ~) ensures, by Theorem 25.1 of [19],
that 2!J.Jxo, ~) = {Vx/k(XO, ~)}. From (ii) of Theorem 3.1 we then obtain that

8!J.Jxo) = cI co [ U {Vx.Mxo, ~)}],
",eFk(x

O
)

where

k = 1,2,... , s.
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The set Uo<eF (x ){Vxf",(xo , ex)} is compact because A is compact by assumption,
k 0

F",(xo) is compact as a closed subset of A, and Vxf",(xo , ex) is continuous in ex.
The convex hull of a compact set in a finite-dimensional space is compact,
therefore closed, thus the closure operation, el, can be omitted from the
formula for of",(xo). Furthermore, every element in the convex hull of a set
can be represented as a convex combination of n + 1 elements of the set [19,
Theorem 17.1], hence we get the following representation of the subdifferen
tial set of f,,(x) at the point X o :

l
n+1

'11' () I " \ (k) n I' ( (,.,»
dJ ", Xo = Y Y = t:l /1.; v xl kXo ,ex; ,

4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR PARETO MINIMUM:

IN A· CONSTRAINED SBA PROBLEM

For the SBA problem described in the Introduction constrained by
constraints sets as described in Theorem 2.5 we give now necessary con
ditions for pareto minimum. Let us agree to denote

n

d ( ) - ,I.(le)() " O,I,("')()
k (X = '/-'0 ex - 1... Xj '/-'; ex

j=l

for any fixed XO= (x;O).

THEOREM 4.1. If XO is a Pareto minimum for the SBA problem then

(a) there exist for every k = 1,2,... , s

(i) n + 1 scalars Aile) ;? °such that 2:.;;:11 Ai"') = 1,

(ii) n + 1 points o:l''l E [a, b] such that f,.,(",o) = I d,.,(exik»I,

(iii) n + 1 numbers tj"'l = ±1 such that tF"l = sign dlaikl );

(b) there exist scalars (3,., ;? 0, k = 1,2,... , s, not all of them zero,

(c) there exist vectors Ij E Mr, j = 1,2,... , p + 1, not all of them
equal to 0, belonging to the dual cones of the cOlles of feasible directions
and of the cone of tangent directions to the constraints sets Q; , j = 1,2,... ,
p + 1, at X O (see Theorem 2.5 above), such that
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where 'l'lki(ex) stands for the vector in Rn whose components are ifiY') (ex),
i = 1,2,... , n.

Proof Let us define

and then define

f1t(x) = Max (,,lx, Ct, I).
(.,t)E[a,b]X[-I,I] .

Then,

and the theorem follows from Theorem 2.5 with the aid of the calculation
of iftbo) carried out in Section 3.

5. CONCLUSION

We have shown how one abstract multicriterion optimization scheme
can be applied to a simultaneous best approximation problem. Here,
necessary conditions for Pareto optimality of the approximation problem
were derived, but some additional effort seems to be required before a

11/

complete characterization result along these lines can be achieved. Another
point which calls for further investigation is the question whether a vectorial
alternation theorem can be reached in the present formulation (compare
with [15]). The formulation of the SBA problem here is quite general both
in allowable approximating families and in constraints sets to which it
applies. In a specific case the dual cones related to the constraints sets
have to be constructed but once this is done those dual cones can be used
again in every problem where such constraints appear. See lecture 10 of [13}.
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